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About This Game

EONIA is a first-person adventure game that takes place in a magical, colorful open world. Live Albius’ story, Master Enodio’s
apprentice, and meet his loyal magical pet Flino, as you discover the dangerous secrets of EONIA and face the fascinating path

that will rewrite the destiny of two worlds.
Flino will help you distract enemies, grab objects and activate unreachable levers and show you the way if you cannot find it.

You can also stroke it if you want. It is always good to be grateful to a faithful friend.
The game has +100 NPCs living in towns, cities and who knows where else. It’s a world full of life!

In this journey you will meet dear Master Enodio, Lanius, the faithful friend of Albius, the eight Master Explorers, the Artist,
Writer and Inventor, the unique and perfect Mivos Esterus; also with the alchemist, the botanist, the zoologist, the blacksmith,

the carpenter, the musicians, the poets, the sculptors, the jeweler, the farmer and many more.
There are dozens of merchants with whom you can buy and sell the most varied items. And don’t forget the mysterious nomads,

neither those other characters that are essential for the story.
EONIA is a game to enjoy alone. A vast and colorful place in which you must explore every corner to know its mysteries and

legends.
You will find countless books and scrolls that will help you learn new skills and discover the rich history that surrounds it all.

There are hundreds of objects and weapons to use and a wide variety of skills.
You can move by water with different types of boats that will not only help you navigate faster, but also, to escape from the

dangers that lurk in the depths.
By land, you can travel long distances in seconds thanks to the Magical Portals that the Forgotten Civilization built ages ago.

You can make potions. Handling minerals. Repair tools and weapons. Build structures of all types and complexity.
The chests and their mysteries will not be difficult tasks if you possess a lockpick and the necessary knowledge.

A skill tree will show you everything you already know and how much you still need to learn. Let's not forget that Albius is a
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simple apprentice.
A complete inventory will allow you track objects and know their characteristics and uses.

A mission journal will let you understand what remains to be done and what adventure to continue.
Life surrounds every stone and you will have to learn what advantage you can obtain from it through all kinds of books.

Books are an inexhaustible source of knowledge in the EONIA world and there are dozens of them. They will tell you the
forgotten story, the present and, why not, they will show you a glimpse of the future.

And so, and maybe with a bit of luck, you can solve the mysteries of EONIA.
And let's not forget what Master Enodio always says: "Those who seek, always find their reward."
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Title: EONIA
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
GEOMETRIC BYTES
Publisher:
GEOMETRIC BYTES
Release Date: 24 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 (2GB) or AMD Radeon R9 270

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Motherboard Integrated sound card

English
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i missed the shot... still enjoyed the game tho. Easily the best MotoGP game so far in physics, sounds, and graphics. Unreal
Engine 4 was a huge upgrade. The laser-scanned tracks are very accurate down to the bumps and inclinations. Unfortunately, I
think the time it took to do the engine switch resulted in the rest of the game being watered down. I can give a cautious
recommendation on this one. If all you are after is pure GP track racing and not much else, you should be pretty satisfied.

It's pretty bare on content. No managerial mode. No historical riders or events. Outside of the career mode on factory KTM Red
Bull Rookie Cup bikes (250cc), Moto3 (250cc), Moto2 (600cc), or MotoGP (1,000cc) bikes you really only have access to
Quick/Custom Race mode (which encompasses Time Trial and Grand Prix), and online multiplayer. Career mode with a custom
rider forces you to start from the RBR Cup and work up to the premier class which is definitely a grind and I would have
certainly preferred to skip the entry level classes and start at Moto2. Supposedly this is rectified for MotoGP 19.

No photo mode during replays. No helmet cam during replays (although you can race with it). The helmet cam is absolutely
excellent but has a nasty yellow tint (to simulate the visor). This is unwelcome in my opinion and I would have appreciated an
option to disable the tint. I have the same visor tint complaint with the RIDE games, also by Milestone. Give me options, please.

The live track map is absolutely GARBAGE because it is zoomed in much too close to be of any use for learning a track. The
tachometer is an analog/digital hybrid eyesore, and if you disable it from the HUD, you can no longer view or access your TCS
or Engine Brake settings, nor can you view your tire wear indicators...because apparently all of those *together* are considered
the "tachometer" and it's all or nothing. So...stupid...

Multiplayer is a host-advantaged lag-fest as usual, missing tons of room settings, and is the usual Milestone brush-off affair.
With a global sport such as this, people from all over the world want to race each other, so making one person (for example) in
Spain a "host" for other racers in the USA, Asia, Russia, etc. is not exactly fair...especially if you cannot disable collisions. But
it is cheap, so that's what Milestone does. Supposedly this will also be rectified for 2019, after years of complaining by the
players; dedicated servers, Race Director settings, etc. are all promised.

The AI doesn't experience tire wear...but the player does (if enabled). This is a HUGE, HUGE issue and had better be fixed for
2019. Seriously, who was smoking crack in the Milestone office when they thought this would be okay? Everyone?

The AI seems to be somewhat unaware of the player and isn't cognizant some (most?) of the time in regards to player position
and will [too often] swipe right into you and dismount you from your bike on corner entries, exits, straights...supposedly the AI
is being upgraded big time for the 2019 version...

Yeah. At this point you should probably just wait for MotoGP 19 which is supposed to feature legendary/historical riders and
modes, dedicated servers, machine-learning AI, etc.

I can still definitely recommend 18 on sale for $20 or less, as the physics are definitely at their top of their class and there's
some enjoyable racing to be had here (if not sometimes frustrating due to the bad AI). Hopefully Milestone doesn't screw the
physics up for 2019 and comes through with all their promised improvements.. For 2 bucks, this is an amazing idle game. If you
enjoy idlers, and got 2 bucks burning a hole in your pocket, I can't reccomend this game enough.. 23 minutes in the game and it
already makes me addictive to it. Turn based strategy is really nice, in game dialogues that looks like comics are pretty great.
background music fits it. Graphics are really nice. Story line on walking through dark rooms and searching for antidotes, keys,
etc creates some nice taste to zombie like game. everything gets even more interesting when you have to control more
characters, so basically you have to think in each turn what to do. totally suggesting the game. Well done Maris for creating this
game!. 9/10

Don't buy for full price.
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I finished this in just a few nights.

Ending is comprable to Mass Effect 3.
. Awesome game, beautiful graphics and soundtrack, just play and see. Anybody knows how to get these planets? I mean, I like
the idea of the dlc, but I only get the quests, no new unique planets... (Which is what I was the most excited about). I bought two
copies of this game - one for me and one for my wife. Then I encountered a problem that apparently many others have: the
game goes out of sync after about 4 weeks in game in multiplayer. This problem makes the game unplayable for me, since I only
wanted to play LAN with my wife. In the mean time, since it takes so long to encounter the problem, I can't get steam to refund
the game.

TLDR: Multiplayer does not work. This is a single player game only.
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Crosscells was markedly different than the other *cells games that I played before it. Rather than a logic puzzle in the vein of
identifying mines (Hexcells) or patterns of blocks (Squarecells), Crosscells is about solving equations involving addition AND
multiplication across a puzzle in various directions while using X amount of blocks or having them all add up to Y. These
operations proceed in a linear fashion rather than following traditional order of operations, and you can't use multiplication tiles
as the start of any equation (which was somewhat unintuitive to figure out). The mechanics were novel and fun enough but the
complexity of some of the puzzles quickly became prohibitive, in my opinion. Problems that needed to be solved in four
directions at once, often without a clear starting point, while fitting into half a dozen other problems ends became so unwieldy
of an exercise in hypotheticals and guesswork that it became overly frustrating, to a point where I ended up using a walkthrough
for the last three puzzles that I had yet to solve in the game. If any of the *Cells games could've really benefitted from a hint
system (the others would at least tell you if you were wrong when you clicked on a square, providing some sort of indication or
feedback), it was definitely this one. Oh and the ripple effect was awful, serving only to make it harder to see/read what you
were doing, I disabled that before I even finished the first puzzle. Overall, I found Crosscells to be a decently fun challenging
experience that eventually exceeded my patience. If you enjoyed the other *Cells games, you might as well grab this one while
you're at it, but I found it to be the weakest of the bunch.. Just Cosmetics for tanks nothing much.. One Finger Death punch
does this better and costs $5. has 24 characters to choose from but most are charecters from other games or joke characters all
of which i did not care about. this game had potential but it is wasted.
My full opition here: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AhpH7u-5kO4. Ungodly weapon spread makes this game more
about spraying than actually aiming. This. Game.. Worst game I have ever played. This game rules! Thank you SAMOLIOTIK!!
I really feel what its like to be an alcoholic when I play this game.. Interesting experience featuring a clever change in
protagonist and plot direction. I finished the game in five hours. I did get lost for a little while until reoriented as the wilderness
can be hard to navigate if you leave the beaten path. I got this game with the Witch-Hunt bundle, (WH is awesome BTW)
otherwise I probably would not have acquired Shadows Peak.

Not really an FPS, although it has a few point and shoot moments. Mostly a sci fi-horror story where one location leads to
another to advance the plot. The map is open but there are a couple methods employed to keep the player following the linear
story: which is a good thing because its easy to head the wrong way in the dusky wooded environment. Also, expect to explore a
couple caves along the way.

I don't think there is enough game here to stand on its own, however as part of a bundle I am OK with it.

. A Master Piece!

Thanks so much for this Great Music! Regards ^^. Its pretty clutch
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